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In this issue...
With the new tax year about to begin
everyone is focused on the here and now.
Annual allowances are about to expire,
meaning decisions need to be made. But our
eyes are also on the future, with key changes
affecting pensions. As well as the lifetime
allowance increasing after a long break,
there are the forthcoming increases to the
state pension age and automatic-enrolment
contributions. Closer to, we also look at the
changes to tax relief affecting buy-to-let
mortgages and the potential savings from
relevant life policies. As ever, if you are
affected by any of our stories get in touch so
we can discuss your circumstances.
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Greed! What is it good for?
The Carillion debacle highlights so many things wrong with the corporate
world. There’s greed, sloth, hubris, greed, collusion and greed – actually,
something for most tastes but especially for connoisseurs of avarice.
Interesting to note, for example, that amongst the several pension schemes operated by
Carillion, there was a combined deficit exceeding £800 million. One small scheme, however,
shows a surplus of £6 million. Immediately you will have guessed that the fully funded scheme
is for the directors of the failed over-tentacled company.
Tucked away in the i on Tuesday the 13th of February was a brief paragraph about IQE, the
Cardiff-based supplier of chip technology to Apple. It is busy fending off claims that it has
been misrepresenting profits. This is of particular interest to two people here at Chamberlain
who have shares in this “egregious account manipulator”. But never fear. IQE have hired an
accountancy firm to look after its finances. This just happens to be the very same firm that was
so upbeat about Carillion’s prospects only months ago. Would it be uncharitable to wonder
whether this smacks of positive spinning, rather than assiduous bean counting? Sorry, David
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and Lorraine!
So, just who is looking after your interests in the poor, nasty, brutish and shorting (geddit,
Hobbes fans?) world of finance? If you are dubious about financial advisers because of the
activities of a few sharks circling the former British Steel workers, cut adrift by Tata when the
going got tough, you might be reassured that the Financial Conduct Authority has got your
back.
Don’t bank on it. The regulator is adept at shutting the doors of empty stables and, with a
sledgehammer for every nut, inventing all sorts of convoluted measures to counter remotely
possible abuses, but when it comes to tackling something of mammoth proportions in front of
its face, the wheels grind slowly.
The best defence is your own common sense and a healthy suppression of greed and fear.
Steer clear of anything you don’t understand, don’t put all your eggs in one basket and if
something’s too good to be true… you know the rest.
Robert Pryjmachuk
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Tax relief reductions
affecting landlords

The next instalment of tax changes to buy- to-let investments come in from 6 April.
If you are a buy-to-let landlord, or you are thinking of this type of investment, you
need to understand the implications

R

eform of tax relief on buy-to-let

rate taxpayers, particularly if the gap between

to-let investors are planning to sell in the face

residential mortgage interest was

rental income net of expenses and mortgage

of the growing tax burden.

a surprise in the 2015 summer

interest is small.

Budget. The change is being

If you may be affected, please get in touch.

phased in over four years starting from the

The switch to a 20% tax credit could even turn

2017/18 tax year. Landlords of furnished lets are

a profit into a loss for a higher rate taxpayer, as

also being hit by the abolition of the wear-and-

the simplified example below shows.

B The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate
tax advice.

tear allowance that took effect from April 2016.
What’s more, two other factors have emerged
Borrowers will get a 20% tax credit on interest

to complicate the tax affairs of private

under the new scheme, instead of deducting

landlords. Firstly, interest rates have started to

the interest against rental income. This is

rise, making the loss of full tax relief that much

equivalent to basic rate relief, and it increases

costlier. Secondly, in last November’s Budget

borrowing costs for higher or additional rate

the Chancellor revised the rules for corporate

taxpayers. The move to the new system will be

capital gains, increasing the tax payable on

phased in with part of the interest remaining

future gains. Buy-to-let owners who hold their

deductible and part eligible for the tax credit.

properties in companies – an increasingly

The amount of interest deductible against

common approach prompted by the reform of

rental income is 75% for 2017/18, reducing by

interest relief – are affected by the freezing of

25% each year after. Borrowers can claim 25%

indexation relief from January 2018. Some buy-

of the tax credit in 2017/18, increasing by 25% a
year to reach 100% from 2020/21.

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject
to change and their value depends on individual
circumstances.
Tax laws can change.
Business buy-to-let and commercial mortgages are
not regulated by the FCA.
Think carefully before securing other debts against
your home.

Example

One consequence is that taxable income will

2016/17 £

2020/21 £

Rent

12,000

12,000

Expenses

(2,500)

(2,500)

a borrower over an important tax threshold,

Deductible interest

(8,500)

Nil

such as the £100,000 income level at which the

Non-deductible interest

Nil

(8,500)

Taxable income

1,000

9,500

Tax due @ 40%

400

400

Tax credit on interest at 20%

N/A

(1,700)

Tax payable

400

2,100

£600 profit

£1,100 loss

increase because the costs which can be offset
against taxable rental income are being phased
out. This can have unfortunate tax side effects.
For example, more taxable income could push

personal allowance – the amount of income you
don’t pay tax on – begins to be tapered away.
The first stage of the interest tax relief changes
may not have become apparent to some
landlords until 31 January 2018, when their
final balancing payment of tax for 2017/18
became due. In the longer term, the impact
could be significant for higher and additional

Income net of tax and interest
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PLANNING

The new
tax year begins
When the current tax year comes to an end so will some valuable
tax planning opportunities. Some of these will survive into
2018/19, but many will finish on 5 April – and if you don’t use
them, you will lose them.

T

his year there will be no Spring
Budget to complicate year-end
tax planning. The new Autumn
Budget cycle makes it easier to

combine planning for the end of one tax year
and the beginning of the following year, and
there are several areas to consider.

INDEPENDENT TAX PLANNING
Most tax bands and allowances will increase
from 6 April – with Scotland poised to
implement a new set of bands and rates – but
important thresholds will be frozen yet again.
For example, the £50,000 limit above which
child benefit effectively becomes subject to a
tax charge.
One allowance will be cut in 2018/19: the
dividend allowance will drop from £5,000
to £2,000 in April. If you are a higher rate
taxpayer, that move alone could cost you up
to an extra £975 in tax. This mix of changes
makes it important to review your tax affairs
jointly if you are married or in a
civil partnership. You could
save yourselves tax by
simply rearranging the
ownership of your
investments and
deposits.

ISAS
The overall ISA
contribution
limit for 2017/18
is £20,000,
an increase of
£4,760 over the
previous tax
year. However,
there will be no
further increase
for 2018/19. The role
of ISAs has changed in
recent years because of the

Spring 2018

Most tax bands and allowances
will increase from 6 April
– with Scotland poised to
implement a new set of bands
and rates.

INVESTMENT

Shaky start to 2018 for
stock markets

introduction of the personal savings allowance

Global markets were hitting new all-time highs repeatedly in 2017
before encountering some turbulence in 2018.

and dividend allowance, and continued ultralow interest rates. The drop in the dividend
allowance from April and political uncertainties
have both added to the attraction of stocks
and shares ISAs.

PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS
5 April will be the last day you can make a
pension contribution utilising any unused
annual allowance for the three prior tax years
– making 5 April 2018 your last chance to use
allowances from 2014/15, which could be up to
£40,000.

CAPITAL GAINS TAX (CGT)
2017 was a good year for global share markets.
If you made gains, it is worth considering
taking some of your profits, even if you
immediately reinvest them (for example, using
a Bed and ISA). In 2017/18 you can realise gains
of up to £11,300 free of CGT – and from 6 April
the exemption will rise to £11,700. Straddle the
tax years and you could individually realise up
to £23,000 of gains with no tax charge.

INHERITANCE TAX (IHT) PLANNING
Year end is your last chance to use your 2017/18
IHT annual exemptions and any unused gifts
from your annual exemption limit of £3,000.
Contact us as soon as possible if you want to
undertake any of the year-ending/beginning
planning outlined above. Some areas can be
dealt with quickly, but others – like maximising
pension contributions – can involve data
gathering and complex calculations.

B The value of your investment can go down as well
as up and you may not get back the full amount you
invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
performance. Investing in shares should be regarded
as a long-term investment and should fit in with your
overall attitude to risk and financial circumstances.

I

f you were invested in world

trader because of market volatility. In

stock markets last year, you

any case, holding cash is an unattractive

should have enjoyed some

option when base rate is 0.5% and inflation

healthy returns, although

is running at around 3%, guaranteeing a

markets have experienced a much bumpier

post-inflation loss. A compromise for fresh

ride of late.

investment could be to drip feed sums into
funds regularly, rather than make a single

In 2017, the benchmark for developed
nearly 10% in sterling terms, while the

Please get in touch if you would like to

corresponding emerging markets index

discuss your investment options.

rose by over 20%. The US epitomised the
strength of global share markets, with the
Dow Jones Index closing at a new high
70 times in the year, itself a record.

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate
tax advice.

UNPREDICTABLE FUTURES
Despite this performance, markets have

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject
to change and their value depends on individual
circumstances.

2018.

unwise to suddenly turn into a short-term
iStock / StockFinland

B The value of your investment can go down
as well as up and you may not get back the full
amount you invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of
future performance.

proven their unpredictability at the start of

If you are a long-term investor, it’s generally

Tax laws can change.

purchase.

markets, the MSCI World Index, was up

Investing in shares should be regarded as a
long-term investment and should fit in with
your overall attitude to risk and financial
circumstances.
iStock / gremlin
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PENSIONS

The lifetime allowance
increases – at last
Investors can save more into pensions from 6 April 2018, when the
lifetime allowance (LTA) increases from £1 million to £1.03 million.
he LTA is a critical part of pension

T

planning. It is the total value of
payouts from pension savings,
as a lump sum or income, before

additional tax charges apply.
After reductions to the LTA in recent years,
the allowance is now moving in the opposite
iStock / MarioGuti

direction — although £1.03 million remains
significantly less than the £1.8 million permitted
in 2012. The government has also announced
the LTA will rise annually in line with inflation.
The increase at the start of the tax year is
based on the previous September’s CPI figure,
iStock / SIphotography

in this case 3%.

A HOLISTIC APPROACH
Investors need to be aware of the impact of the
LTA on their total potential pension savings.
This can include such assets as former or
current workplace pensions, so it’s important
to get up-to-date valuations for your LTA

due to receive a DB pension of £50,000 a year

It is still possible to apply for individual

calculations.

at your scheme’s retirement age, this is worth

protection if your pensions were worth over

£1 million for the purposes of the LTA. This is

£1 million at April 2016. The key requirement is

If you think you may breach the LTA when

just within the current LTA, but the transfer

to apply before taking any pension benefits.

taking retirement benefits, depending on

value may well be higher, pushing your total

This can be important if you are planning on

your personal circumstances and how much

pensions savings above the LTA and triggering

taking tax-free cash or using pension freedoms

of your pension benefits you intend to

a tax charge.

before your planned retirement date.

retirement provision, which could include other

APPLYING FOR PROTECTION

No more pension contributions can be made

investments or maximising your ISA allowances.

If your pension fund is higher than the LTA,

once fixed protection is in place. You can

you might be able to avoid a tax charge if you

contribute under individual protection, for

DEFINED BENEFIT TRANSFERS

qualify for ‘protection’. There are two main

example if investment values fall beneath your

The LTA can be important when considering

types of protection for those affected by the

level of protection. However, these schemes

transfers out of defined benefit (DB) pensions.

cut to the LTA in 2016: fixed protection (2016)

can help you avoid unnecessary additional tax

Transferring benefits can lead to a breach of

and individual protection (2016).

charges.

■■ Fixed protection lets you fix your LTA

B The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate
tax advice.

take, you may want to consider alternative

the LTA – especially with the high transfer
values on offer from many DB schemes.

at £1.25 million, but only if no pension
To calculate the value of a DB pension, the

contributions have been made after April

accrued benefit is multiplied by 20. If you are

2016, including relevant accruals made
under DB schemes.

Investors need to be aware of
the impact of the LTA on their
total pension savings.

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject
to change and their value depends on individual
circumstances.

■■ Individual protection may apply even if there
have been contributions. This provides a

Tax laws can change.

personalised LTA equivalent to the value of
your pension on 6 April 2016, which cannot
exceed £1.25 million.

Occupational pension schemes are regulated by The
Pension Regulator.
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The
savings from
relevant life policies
A little-known type of life assurance plan could provide you –
or your employees – with highly tax-efficient life cover.

A

‘relevant life policy’ (RLP) is a

pension scheme, so the 55% tax charge would

RLPs are subject to some special rules. For

special type of life assurance

not apply in this case.

example, the policy cannot run beyond the

which an employer can provide
without any benefit-in-kind tax

employee’s 75th birthday, it can never acquire
RLPs are especially useful for: small companies

a surrender value and it cannot be used for tax

charge on the employee. One reason why the

that do not have enough employees to set

avoidance purposes.

RLP has remained relatively little used is that,

up a group life scheme; directors and senior

for most employees, the normal pension rules

employees who require life cover that won’t

cover their needs.

eat into their available lifetime allowance;
employees who wish to top up benefits from

However, the erosion of the value of the

their existing employer’s scheme; and directors

standard lifetime allowance since 2012 has

who want to set up an employer-financed

changed the picture for a growing number of

shareholder protection arrangement. Excepted

higher-paid employees.

group life policies can also be set up.

It is easy to see the appeal of life assurance with:

The savings from using an RLP against setting
up personal cover and funding premiums

■■ The premiums paid by your employer.
■■ Tax relief for your employer as an allowable
business expense.

■■ No income tax or national insurance
contributions to pay on the premiums by

For more details of RLPs please contact us.

B The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate
tax and trust advice.
Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject
to change and their value depends on individual
circumstances.
Tax laws can change.

through an increase to net pay can be
significant. In the example below, Gill is a higher
rate taxpaying director who needs £500,000 of

Occupational pension schemes are regulated by The
Pensions Regulator.

cover costing £1,000 a year in premiums. Using
an RLP almost halves the employer’s cost.

the employer or employee.

■■ No pension lifetime allowance limits to
Personal Cover £

Relevant Life Plan £

1,724.14

N/A

(698.66)

N/A

(34.48)

N/A

1,000.00

N/A

Gross salary/Policy premium

1,724.14

1,000.00

National insurance contributions

237.93

N/A

Total gross cost

1,962.07

1,000.00

Corporation tax relief

(372.79)

(190.00)

1,589.28

810.00

worry about.

■■ No pension annual allowance issues.
■■ Benefits on death or diagnosis of a terminal
illness payable under a flexible discretionary
trust to your nominated beneficiaries (or
charities).

■■ All payments normally free of inheritance
tax.

Cost to Gill
Increase in annual gross salary
Income tax
National insurance contributions (2%)
Annual premium (= Net pay)

If a pension policy pays out lump sum death
benefits above someone’s available lifetime
allowance, they are taxable at a flat rate of 55%
on the excess above the LTA. For instance, in
the current tax year a lump sum death benefit
totalling £1.5 million provided by a registered
pension scheme would be subject to £275,000
(£500,000 @ 55%) in tax if the standard
lifetime allowance applies. But HM Revenue &
Customs does not treat an RLP as a registered

Cost to Gill’s employer

Total net cost

iStock / NLShop
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Next stage
of automatic
enrolment

State pension age continues to
rise
Do you know when you’ll reach your state pension age? When planning for
retirement it’s crucial to know your entitlements.
The level of the state pension has become

If you were born between 6 December 1953

more straightforward in some ways since the

and 5 October 1954, your exact SPA between

Since 2012 employer and employee

introduction of a flat-rate pension in 2016. But

65 and 66 will increase in monthly intervals

automatic enrolment contributions have

figuring out when and exactly what you will

depending on your birthday: e.g. someone

totalled 2% of ‘band earnings’, with

receive has become more complicated.

born on 30 September 1954 will have an SPA
of 65 years 11 months.

the employer having to pay at least 1%.
From 6 April this year, the minimum

Women used to collect their state pension at

contributions will rise to 5%, with 2%

the age of 60, and men received theirs from

If you were born between 6 April 1960 and

from the employer.

age 65, but women’s state pension age (SPA)

5 March 1961, the SPA will also depend on the

has been rising over the last eight years. By the

month of your birth. So, someone born on

The extra outlay could be significant,

end of this year women’s SPA will

especially for employees. Taking

be the same as for men.

28 February 1961 will have an SPA of
66 years 11 months

someone earning £26,000 a year as an

STAYING INFORMED

example, the employer contributions will

A second phase will then

increase 98% from £16.77 a month to

begin which will push

£33.28. The employee contributions will

up the SPA from 65

last increase to the

rise 198% from £13.42 a month to £39.94.

to 66 over a period

SPA. With people

of sixteen months.

living longer and

Further increases happen in April 2019,

Seven years later,

the baby-boomer

as the total rises to 8% with 3% from the

the SPA will be

employer. Each April there are generally

raised again to 67.

This will not be the

generation
heading into
retirement, the

also tax and NIC changes, so the

B The Financial Conduct Authority does not
regulate tax advice.
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government may
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marginally.

WHO IS
AFFECTED BY
THESE CHANGES?

iSt
oc

impact on employees will be cushioned

The SPA changes are

by revisiting this area.

complicated, but some key
dates could affect you:

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are
subject to change and their value depends on
individual circumstances.

be forced to control
spiralling pension costs

Many women who have seen
their state pension age rise in recent

■■ If you were born between 6

years have complained they were not

October 1954 and 5 April 1960,

given enough warning of these changes.

you will reach your SPA at 66.

Tax laws can change.

We can help you understand how these

■■ But if you were born after 6 April
Occupational pension schemes are regulated
by The Pensions Regulator.

1961, you will reach your SPA at 67.

changes will affect you and your retirement
planning. For example, we could advise how
to bridge any gap between the time when you

There are two periods when the SPA

expected to get your state pension and when

will rise each month according to your date

it will actually start to be paid.

of birth.

Chamberlain founder Robert has been in
the industry 30 years. He is a longstanding
advocate of the principle that the first goal of
wealth management is wealth preservation.
For a no obligation initial meeting to discuss

LTD
Chamberlain Wealth Management Ltd
The Seal Building, 44 Blucher Street, Birmingham B1 1QJ
e: enquiries@thechamberlaingroup.com
w: www.thechamberlaingroup.com
t: 0121 633 7218 f: 0121 634 3799

any aspect of wealth management or tax
planning with Robert in our Birmingham city
centre offices, or a venue of your choice, please

Robert Pryjmachuk

feel free to contact him on 0121 633 7218.
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